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Abstract 
 

The limited storage and computing capacity hinder the development of cognitive radio ad hoc 
networks (CRAHNs). To solve the problem, a new paradigm of cloud-based CRAHN has 
been proposed, in which a CRAHN will make use of the computation and storage resources of 
the cloud. This paper envisions an integrated CRAHN-cloud network architecture. In this 
architecture, some cognitive radio users (CUs) who satisfy the required metrics could perform 
as mobile gateway candidates to connect other ordinary CUs with the cloud. These mobile 
gateway candidates are dynamically clustered according to different related metrics. Cluster 
head and time-to-live value are determined in each cluster. In this paper, the gateway 
advertisement and discovery issues are first addressed to propose a hybrid gateway discovery 
mechanism. After that, a QoS-based gateway selection algorithm is proposed for each CU to 
select the optimal gateway. Simulations are carried out to evaluate the performance of the 
overall scheme, which incorporates the proposed clustering and gateway selection algorithms. 
The results show that the proposed scheme can achieve about 11% higher average throughput, 
10% lower end-to-end delay, and 8% lower packet drop fractions compared with the existing 
scheme. 
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1. Introduction 

Cognitive radio (CR) is a promising technology to alleviate the spectrum scarcity problem 
[1-3]. Cognitive radio networks (CRNs), equipped with the intrinsic capabilities of cognitive 
radios, can provide the capability to share the spectrum with primary users (PUs), i.e., the 
legitimate users of the spectrum, in an opportunistic manner [4, 5]. PUs could use allocated 
spectrum channels whenever there is information to be transmitted. Instead, CUs should sense 
and utilize available spectrum channels (i.e., those channels temporally unused by their 
primary users), and it has to immediately vacate this channel as soon as the PU uses it again. 
Cognitive radio ad hoc network (CRAHN) is a kind of CRN formed in a distributed multi-hop 
manner. CRAHNs have many applications, like military applications, vehicular surveillance, 
and disaster relief [6, 7].  

There is a significant challenge that hinders the development of CRAHNs. CR devices in 
CRAHNs are typically equipped with limited storage, computing and battery capacities. 
However, as mentioned earlier, CUs continuously detect, utilize, and vacate spectrum 
channels, which are inherently computationally intensive and have already consumed certain 
recourse of the CR devices. As a result, CR devices do not have much remaining resource to 
perform sophisticated functions [8, 9]. Recently, a new paradigm of cloud-based CRNs, which 
is an integration of CRNs with the cloud, has been gaining a great deal of attention [9-13]. 
Cloud computing, with supply of computing and storage resources on demand, is widely 
recognized as next generation computing paradigm [14-16]. In [17], a hierarchical cloud 
computing architecture is proposed to enhance performance by adding a mobile cloud formed 
by mobile devices to a static cloud. It gives insights into the architecture for integrating CRNs 
with the cloud. The integration of CRNs and the cloud allows CUs in CRNs to use the 
computation and storage resources of the cloud. In order to integrate a CRAHN with the cloud, 
gateways are needed to act as the portals between a CRAHN and the cloud due to their 
differences in communication protocols. Due to the characteristics of mobility and changing 
network topology of the CRAHN, mobile gateways [18-21] are introduced to provide stable 
connections to the cloud for CUs. 

1.1 Purpose of mobile gateways 
For CUs to obtain stable cloud services, it is essential to maintain stable connectivity to the 
cloud. In most of the existing literature, gateways are considered static, deployed at fixed 
position. The dynamic and multi-hop nature of CRAHN communication impacts the stability 
of path to these gateways. Additionally, as these gateways are fixed, the routing and discovery 
mechanisms are mainly proactive. Though proactive routing mechanisms reduce delay, they 
increase the signaling overhead and require frequent changes in the pre-defined routing tables 
of CUs. To cope with these shortcomings, we use mobile gateways in this paper for CRAHN 
to integrate with the cloud. The CUs in the CRAHN, which satisfy the essential criteria and 
required metric information, are seen as mobile gateway candidates. The focus of this paper is 
on designing a scheme for each source to choose a better mobile gateway to act as its portal to 
the cloud. 

With this regard, efficient gateway discovery mechanisms are also required. As proactive 
gateway discovery reduces delay and reactive discovery reduces signaling overhead, this 
paper proposes a hybrid gateway discovery mechanism for CRAHN, combining the pros of 
both proactive and reactive gateway discovery. This requires adequate configuration of 
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different parameters such as advertisement zone (i.e., in terms of Time To Live (TTL) value). 
In this paper, we address all the above-mentioned issues by devising a mobile gateway 
management mechanism. 

1.2 Purpose of clustering 
CRAHNs have features of 1) dynamic spectrum availability due to PU activities, 2) CU 
mobility and 3) self-organizing. However, when the number of CUs increases, with each CU 
handling its own decentralized sensing, routing and neighborhood connectivity maintenance 
tasks, serious scalability and hidden terminal problems may occur. The most common solution 
adopted for this problem is clustering [22-25]. Clustering aims to organize CUs into groups, 
based on some specific common characteristics. For CRAHNs, clustering would be an 
effective management methodology for a number of reasons. First of all, the accuracy of 
spectrum sensing could be improved. Coordination of the CUs in the same cluster in sensing 
could prevent interference originating from CUs and hidden terminal problems. Secondly, the 
chance of collisions among neighboring CUs is reduced. Hence, the performance of resource 
utilization could be improved. Finally, clustering enhances the effectiveness of broadcasting 
and relaying of messages, which simplifies the routing process. 

This paper aims at clustering only gateway candidates (to be described later) according to 
key metrics relevant with topology changes. This paper also aims at selecting, out of each 
cluster, a cluster head that serves as the default gateway in the cluster to connect CRAHN with 
the cloud. The reasons of clustering only gateway candidates are given as follows. First, it 
would reduce the complexity of clustering. Second, it would be more flexible and robust 
because any other gateway candidate in the cluster could be a backup if the cluster head fails. 
Finally, it would decrease the consumption of network resources because the flows in a cluster 
can be multiplexed by one gateway that handles to send these flows to the cloud. 

In the area of clustering in cognitive radio networks, there has been a lot of research work, 
but only a few of them considered the stability of the cluster formed. In [26], Li and Gross 
proposed two clustering schemes named as ROSSDGA and ROSS-DFA. The schemes 
increase common channels within a cluster and between clusters to enhance the inter- and 
intra-cluster connectivity by utilizing 1-hop neighbor knowledge. In [27], Lazos et al. 
proposed a distributed clustering algorithm based on channel availability. In [28], Lin et al. 
proposed a clustering algorithm using the Connected-dominating-set (CDS), which could 
maximize the lifetime of the cluster. Though these works considered the cluster changes due to 
spectrum availability, they did not consider the cluster changes caused by CU mobility. 

The main challenge for clustering in CRAHN lies in the dynamic topology changes as a 
result of PU activities as well as mobility of CUs. Thus, an efficient clustering to maintain 
cluster stability should consider the impact of both PU activities and mobility of CUs. 
Otherwise, the performance will be degraded due to frequent re-clustering operations. 
Frequent clustering process will not only consume time, but also interrupt the ongoing 
communications. In this paper, we will take the frequent topology changes into account in the 
clustering algorithm to prevent unnecessary re-clustering. 

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the network architecture. 
Section 3 describes the methodology of clustering and introduces our proposed clustering 
algorithm. Section 4 presents our mobile gateway management mechanism, including 
gateway discovery and gateway selection algorithms. The performance of the proposed 
scheme is evaluated in Section 5. Conclusion is given in Section 6. 
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2. System Model 
The topology of our envisioned integration of CRAHN and cloud is depicted in Fig. 1. The 
elements involved in the system include the following: 
 

PUs: Each PU possesses a set of licensed channels for the licensed service. The activities of 
each PU on its licensed channels are modeled as an ON–OFF process, where each channel has 
two states: ON and OFF. An ON (busy) state represents the period during which the channel is 
occupied by its PU, while an OFF (idle) state represents the period during which the channel is 
idle. For simplicity, we assume that each PU has a fixed interference range.  
 

Ordinary CUs: The ordinary CUs do not have a license to operate in a licensed channel. They 
can only opportunistically access licensed spectrum channels which are in OFF state.  Hence, 
CUs need to perform spectrum sensing to find available spectrum channels. If a CU is located 
in the interference area of a PU, then the available spectrum channels for this CU would be 
affected by the activities of this PU. We use {𝕡𝑖} to denote all the PUs whose interference area 
covers CU i. Thus, the available spectrum set of a CU would be affected by the activities of all 
the PUs in {𝕡𝑖}. In the system, CUs are mobile and can communicate with each other in a 
multi-hop manner on available spectrum channels. CUs are assumed to be equipped with GPS 
devices to get their locations and moving velocities in the Cartesian space.  
 

Cloud: A cloud is established among a group of dedicated servers in the Internet. It could 
supply computing and storage resources on demand.  
 

Gateway Candidates (GWCs): Gateway candidates are a kind of CUs, which could connect to 
the cloud directly and act as the portal for other CUs to the cloud. Due to the movement of the 
CUs, it is difficult and costly to provide stable cloud services via stationary gateways. To 
remedy the limitations of stationary gateways, mobile gateways candidates are applied in this 
work to improve the cloud services. As given in [9], mobile gateway candidates could be some 
Multi-input Multi-output (MIMO) radios mounted on vehicles. Each GWC is equipped with a 
GPS device to determine its location in the Cartesian space. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Integrated CRAHN-Cloud architecture 
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The prime objective of the architecture is to provide stable cloud service for CRAHNs. To 

achieve this objective, we proceed in two stages. Firstly, clustering and CH selection are 
discussed and relevant algorithms are given to construct relatively stable network backbone. 
Secondly, we design a mobile gateway management mechanism, which consists of two 
functions 1) Hybrid gateway discovery/advertisement, and 2) QoS-based gateway selection. 

3. Multi-Metric Clustering 
As stated earlier, clustering is an effective management methodology for a CRAHN. In this 
paper, clustering is performed with considering two factors: 1) PU interference range and 2) 
link stability. Clusters are formed with the gateway candidates only. Ordinary CUs, as shown 
in Fig. 1, can only select the gateway candidates in these clusters for connection with the 
cloud. 

3.1 Clustering based on PU interference range 
Recall that PUs can utilize their licensed channels directly, whereas CUs can only 
opportunistically access available spectrum channels, which are not being used by the PUs. 
Thus, the available spectrum set of a CU would be affected by the activities of PUs whose 
interference area covers this CU. Therefore, CUs located in the same PU interference area 
have more common available channels. For two adjacent CUs to communicate with each other 
directly, they must have at least one common available channel. It is intuitive that two nodes 
with more common available channels have a higher probability of constructing robust links. 
Thus, GWCs located in the same PU interference area should be grouped into a cluster. GWCs 
could determine their locations in the PU interference area through spectrum sensing. 

3.2 Clustering based on link stability 
The links between CUs are affected by CU mobility as well as PU activities. To construct a 
stable cluster, link stability is used to refine the clustering operation.  

As stated earlier, the CUs located in the same PU interference area would share a same set 
of available channels. Thus, we use the residual existing time (RET) to denote the time until a 
GWC moves out of its current PU interference area. Therefore, the distance between GWC 
and PU should be monitored. At a certain time instance, let (xi, yi) denote the Cartesian 
coordinates of a CU i, moving with velocity (vi, 𝜃𝑖 ). Let (xk, yk) denote the Cartesian 
coordinates of a PU k. Let Rk denote the maximum interference range of the PU k. Finally, 
𝑅𝐸𝑇𝑖𝑘 can be computed as in Eq. (1). 

𝑅𝐸𝑇𝑖𝑘 =
−(𝑎𝑏+𝑐𝑑)+�(𝑎2+𝑐2)𝑅𝑘2−(𝑎𝑑−𝑏𝑐)2

𝑎2+𝑐2
                                             (1) 

where 𝑎 = 𝑣𝑖 cos𝜃𝑖 ,𝑏 = 𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑘, 𝑐 = 𝑣𝑖 sin𝜃𝑖  , 𝑑 = 𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑘 .  
Intuitively the larger the value of 𝑅𝐸𝑇𝑖𝑘, the longer the CU i will stay in the interference 

range of PU k.  
We assume that CUs transmit with maximal power and the wireless transmission range is 

fixed with a value R, while it is easy to extend the proposed approach to diverse transmission 
range scenario. The inter-node distance is dynamic as nodes move. We will predict a residual 
connection time (RCTij) that CU i and CU j stay in each other’s transmission range. A lot of 
prediction algorithms have been proposed [29-31]. A prediction algorithm similar to that 
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in [29] is adopted in this paper. For the prediction detail, please refer to the paper [29]. With 
RET and RCT, we use the residual available time, 𝑅𝑇𝑖𝑗 , to denote link stability as  

𝑅𝑇𝑖𝑗 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝑅𝐶𝑇𝑖𝑗 , max
𝑘∈�𝕡𝑖𝑗�

�min {𝑅𝐸𝑇𝑖,𝑘,𝑅𝐸𝑇𝑗,𝑘}�}                                      (2) 

where i, j are the two ends of a link and �𝕡𝑖𝑗� = {𝕡𝑖} ∩ {𝕡𝑗}. 
With the value of link stability, the next step is to cluster them using link stability. A pair of 

GWCs, whose inter-link stability is greater than a threshold 𝑅𝑇𝑡ℎ, forms a new sub-cluster or 
joins an existing one (i.e., if one of the GWCs is already a member of a sub-cluster). It means 
that any GWC joined into a cluster is connected with at least one other GWC. Therefore, all 
GWCs in the same cluster are connected. 

3.3 Defining the cluster head and the TTL value of a cluster 
After the clustering operation, the next step is to determine the Cluster Head (CH). A CH 
initiates communication and controls the flow of signaling messages within its cluster. It is 
required that information on CH can be communicated to each GWC within its corresponding 
cluster. Since all GWCs in a cluster are connected, all GWCs satisfy this requirement. As 
described above, frequent CH change would waste large amounts of scarce network resources 
and result in low end-to-end performance. This paper aims to select a more stable CH and 
decide a more stable path from the source nodes to the CH. In this section, we propose two 
algorithms: one for selecting the CH and other for determining the TTL value and the path to 
CH. The algorithms are given as follows. 
(1) CH selection among all candidate GWCs:   

(a) For each candidate GWC, collect its entire neighbor GWCs and calculate the link 
stability values of all links with its neighbor GWCs according to Eq. (2). 
(b) Calculate the sum of the link stability values. 
(c) Select the GWC with the highest sum value as the CH. 

(2) TTL value determination:  
(a) Define the link weight as the link stability, and the path weight as the minimum link 
weight of all links along the path to the CH.  
(b) Set the path weights to infinity for the CH and to zero for neighbors. Mark all the 
neighbors as unvisited and the CH as the current one. 
(c) Calculate the path weights from the CH to unvisited neighbors via the current node. If 
they are larger than the previously recorded ones, update the path weights to them. 
(d) Mark the current node as visited, and set the unvisited node with largest path weight as 
the current node. Then, repeat from (c) until all the GWCs in the cluster are visited. 
(e) Denote the largest hop number of all paths developed as the TTL value. 

  By running the above algorithms, the stable links will be used (or the links with low 
stability will be avoided) in the resulting path to the CH, with which a more stable cluster 
topology. And the stable cluster topology serves as a stable backbone for the ordinary CUs to 
the cloud. The time complexity of our clustering algorithm is O(n2), where n is the number of 
mobile gateway candidates. 

4. Mobile Gateway Management Mechanism 
Having performed the clustering of GWCs in the considered architecture, we now focus on the 
gateway selection for each source CU to connect to the cloud. We design a mechanism called 
Mobile Gateway Management, which consists of two major operations: 1) gateway discovery 
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and advertisement and 2) mobile gateway selection. The gateway discovery and advertisement 
operation is launched to discover gateway for ordinary CUs. The gateway selection 
mechanism is initiated to select a better gateway when a source wants to communicate with the 
cloud. 

4.1 Hybrid Gateway discovery/advertisement 
The traditional gateway discovery mechanisms are proactive or reactive in nature. In this 
paper, a hybrid one is adopted, which combines the advantages of both approaches. The 
Gateway Discovery/Advertisement mechanism is shown as follows. 

(1) The CH sends periodic Cluster Advertisement (CA) within the cluster using the TTL 
value (as discussed in Section 3.3), which determines the cluster advertisement zone. The TTL 
value promises that all GWCs belonging to a cluster could receive CA messages from the CH. 
Accordingly, every GWC knows information about its CH from the CA messages. (2) A 
gateway that receives periodic CA messages would relay to its CH with Gateway 
Acknowledgement (GA). Accordingly, the CH could update the information of all the GWC 
in its cluster. And the ordinary CUs, who receive the GA message, could get informed about 
the GWC and update the record of the GWC in its GWC table. 

(3) When an ordinary CU desires to access the cloud via a gateway, it first checks whether 
there is any GWC record in its GWC table. 

(a) If there is at least one GWC listed in the GWC table, then it will send a Gateway 
Solicitation (GWSOL) message to the GWC(s) on the list. The GWCs, which receive 
the GWSOL message, will then respond with a GA message indicating the metric 
information of the CH in the cluster.  
(b) If there is no any GWC in the GWC table, then it will broadcast a Gateway 
Solicitation (GWSOL) message to the next-hop neighbors, until the GWSOL reaches to 
at least one GWC in the cluster. After that, the GWC will then respond with a GA 
message indicating the metric information of the CH in the cluster. 

 
The advantages of this hybrid gateway discovery mechanism are twofold. First, Cluster 

Advertisement is limited to the GWCs in a cluster, and thus it prevents flooding the whole 
network. Second, it is sufficient for the GWSOL to reach all GWCs in a cluster to get 
information about the CH, instead of reaching directly the CH. From running the above 
gateway discovery procedures, the metric information needed for gateway selection is notified 
to the source CU. Gateway is then selected by the source CU using the gateway selection 
mechanism described in Section 4.2. 

4.2 QoS-based gateway selection algorithm 
In this section, we propose a QoS-based gateway selection algorithm, which is shown in 
Algorithm 1. It is employed upon the available CHs and GWCs in the cluster. The algorithm is 
based on the Simple Additive Weighting (SAW) technique. Each traffic from a source CU has 
its own QoS constraints. For example, the voice traffic is very delay sensitive. Thus, the 
selection of gateway should be performed based on the QoS constraints. In this paper, the 
considered criteria of the GWC are listed as follows. Criteria are input parameters that are 
either measured or received by the source in the GA message from the responding GWC. 
Every types of traffic has its own threshold value for each criterion. 

Load of the CH: it is the occupation ratio of the buffering queue of the CH.  
Source-GWC-CH path weight: It is the path weight of the path through the GWC between 

source and the CH, which can be computed using Eq. (2). It reflects well the stability of the 
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path and its lifetime between source and the CH. 
Source-GWC-CH hop distance: It is the hop count number of the path from source to the 

CH via the GWC. It is calculated as the sum of the hop count from the source to the GWC and 
the hop count from GWC to the CH given in Section 3-C. 

Criteria are divided into two categories: positive and negative. A positive criterion is a 
criterion that is considered better while increasing, such as Source-GWC-CH path weight. 
However, a negative criterion is a criterion that goes worse as it increases, such as Load of the 
CH and Source-GWC-CH hop distance. 

 
Begin Algorithm 1 
    When receiving GA message by the source:  

The source vehicle will always check the three criteria Xi(i = 1...3) of the CH: Load of the CH, 
Source-GWC-CH path weight, and Source-GWC-CH hop distance. 

for each criteria Xi of the CH, where 1≤i≤3, do 

if Xi do not satisfy the threshold requirement 𝑋𝑖𝑡ℎ  then  

discard this GA message and wait for another GA message. 

else  
if Xi is positive criteria then 

  𝑌𝑖  = 𝑋𝑖
𝑋𝑖𝑡ℎ

 

else Xi is negative criteria then 

  𝑌𝑖  = 𝑋𝑖𝑡ℎ
𝑋𝑖

 

end if 
                end if 

end for 
The source calculates the weight of each CH by  

𝑊𝐶𝐻 = ∑ 𝜔𝑖
3
𝑖=1 𝑌𝑖 . 

The source determines the CH with the maximum Weight and selects it as the GATEWAY. 

End Algorithm 1  
Algorithm 1: QoS-based gateway selection algorithm.  

 
  It should be noted that, the above QoS-based gateway selection algorithm could select the 

better gateway satisfying the threshold requirements, and also the stable path from source to 
the CH. The time complexity of our QoS-based gateway selection algorithm is dependent on 
the complexity of calculating the three metrics and the for loop. The time complexity of 
calculating Load of the CH is O(1). The time complexity of calculating Source-GWC-CH path 
weight and Source-GWC-CH hop distance is determined by the time complexity of our 
clustering algorithm. As described in section 3.3, the time complexity of our clustering 
algorithm is O(n2). The body of the For loop can be implemented to run in time O(1). Thus, the 
total time complexity of our gateway selection algorithm is O(n2). 
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5. Performance Evaluation 
In this section, we implement simulations to evaluate the performance of our proposed 
clustering-based mobile gateway management scheme (CGM), including the multi-metric 
clustering (MMC) algorithm and QoS-based gateway selection algorithm (QGWS). 

5.1 Simulation scenario 
In the simulation environment, PUs and CUs are randomly deployed in a 500m× 500m 
2-dimension square. The number of PUs is set to be 20 and the number of CUs is set to be 60. 
Each PU has a licensed spectrum channel and hence there are exactly 20 channels potentially 
available to the CUs. Each PU could behave in state of ON (active on the channel) or OFF 
(inactive on the channel). We assume that the sojourn times of the PU in ON state and OFF 
state are random variables, which follow the exponential distributions with parameters 𝜆 and 
𝜇, respectively. The interference range of each PU is 300m, and the transmission range of each 
CU is 150m. CUs are moving in the network according to the random-walk-based mobility 
model, where a CU moves with a direction uniformly and a speed uniformly from 0 to vmax 
with exponentially distributed epochs. CUs are equipped with a GPS receiver. Thus, each CU 
knows its own position and velocity. Among these CUs, some satisfying the gateway criteria 
are GWCs. And the density of GWCs is defined as the ratio of the number of GWCs to the 
total number of CUs. In the simulation, we set the density of GWCs to be 10%. 

To evaluate the performance of our CGM scheme, we perform comparison with existing 
GSM[32] and two modified version of CGM, respectively named as CGM1 and CGM2. In our 
CGM, we propose multi-metric clustering algorithm (MMC) and QoS-based gateway 
selection algorithm (QGWS) in integrated CRAHN-Cloud architecture. In CGM1, clustering 
is done using the Connected-dominating-set algorithm (CDS) introduced by [28] and gateway 
selection is done using our QGWS. In CGM2, the clustering is done using our MMC while 
gateway selection is done using the default gateway selection algorithm (DGWS) introduced 
by [33].  

The performance of our CGM scheme in the integrated architecture is evaluated using the 
following metrics: 

Average Throughput: it is the average rate of successfully transmitted data packets over the 
communication channel.  

Packet Drop Fraction: it is the ratio of the number of unsuccessfully transmitted packets 
(i.e., as a result of packet drops) to the total number of packets sent from the sources.  

End-to-end delay: it refers to the total time elapsed since the broadcasting of GWSOL by a 
source till the packet is successfully transmitted to the selected gateway. 

5.2 Impact of PU activities 

Notice that 1 𝜆⁄  and 1 𝜇⁄  are the expected sojourn times of PU being in ON status and OFF 
status, respectively. 𝑃𝑜𝑛 = 𝜇 𝜇 + 𝜆⁄  and 𝑃𝑜𝑓𝑓 = 𝜆 𝜇 + 𝜆⁄  are the probabilities that the PU is 
in ON status and OFF status in an instant of time, respectively. In this section, we evaluate the 
impact of the PU activities upon the performances of our scheme by increasing 𝑃𝑜𝑛. 
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Fig. 2. Average throughput versus the ON probability of PU 

 
Fig. 2 shows the effects of increasing the value of 𝑃𝑜𝑛 on average throughput. As shown in 

the figure, the average throughput decreases as the value of 𝑃𝑜𝑛  increases. The reason of 
decrease in average throughput is that available spectrum channels for the CUs to use would 
decrease as 𝑃𝑜𝑛  increases. Hence, the communication opportunities for the CUs would be 
reduced and the average throughput would decrease relevantly. When the value of 𝑃𝑜𝑛 
increases to a certain threshold, the collision among CUs would also increase the probability 
of transmission failure. And thus the average throughput would decrease much faster. We can 
also find that the average throughput of our CGM is much higher than that of GSM. As 
described earlier, clustering and gateway selection of GSM try to maximize the common 
channels among CUs. While our CGM consider both the common channels among CUs and 
the mobility of CUs, thus in a mobile cognitive ad hoc network, the cluster formed by our 
scheme would be more stable and the gateway selected would also be stable. Thus, the average 
throughput could be improved by using our scheme. And the improvement could reach at 
about 11% as 𝑃𝑜𝑛 increases. CGM also outperforms CGM2 in terms of average throughput. 
However, CGM performance is comparable with CGM1. The difference betweeen CGM1 and 
CGM is that CGM1 use CDS scheme for clustering, while the difference betweeen CGM2 and 
CGM is that CGM2 use DGWS scheme for gateway selection. And CDS clustering considers 
the impact of PU activities on cluster stability. And in this simulation, the CUs move slowly. 
Therefore, the clusters formed by both clustering algorithms are stable. Since CGM1 uses our 
QGWS algorithm to select gateway, the selected gateway is also more efficient and the path is 
also more stable. Thus, the performance of CGM1 is comparable with CGM. But CGM2 use 
DGWS to select gateway, with which all packets to the cloud are through cluster head. The 
cluster head will become the bottleneck. And it is easy to be affected by the available spectrum 
channels caused by PU activities.  
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Fig. 3. Packet drop fraction versus the ON probability of PU 

 
 

Fig. 3 shows the average packet drop fraction versus 𝑃𝑜𝑛. As shown in the figure, the 
packet drop fraction increases as the value of 𝑃𝑜𝑛 increases. The reason is that the probability 
of CU transmission being affected increases as 𝑃𝑜𝑛 increases. The figure shows that our CGM 
scheme  provides better results as compared with GSM. This is due to the fact that the cluster 
formed is more stable and the selected gateway has lower load and more stable routing path, 
leading to better performance. Our CGM scheme produces packet drop fraction which is  
about 8% lower than GSM. CGM also outperforms CGM2 in terms of packet drop fraction. 
However, CGM performance is comparable with CGM1. The reason has been addressed 
earlier. Both clustering algorithms consider the impact of the PU activities while clustering the 
network. And the CU movement is relativley slow in the simulaiton enviorment. Thus, the 
clusters formed by both clustering algorithms are stable. Since CGM1 uses our QGWS 
algorithm to select gateway, the selected gateway and the rouitng path to the selected gateway 
are more stable. Thus, the performance of CGM1 is comparable with CGM. But CGM2 use 
DGWS to select gateway, with which all packets to the cloud are through cluster head. It is 
easy to be affected by the available spectrum channels caused by PU activities. 
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Fig. 4. Average end-to-end delay versus the ON probability of PU 

 
Fig. 4 shows the average end-to-end delay versus 𝑃𝑜𝑛. Again, the figure shows that CGM 

outperforms GSM and CGM2 in terms of average end-to-end delay. The reasons are similar as 
described earlier for average throughput and packet drop fraction. And the average end-to-end 
delay achieved by our CGM scheme is about 10% lower than that achieved by GSM. But we 
can see that the end-to-end delay achieved by CGM1 is slightly longer comparable with that 
achieved by CGM. Since clustering in CGM1 does not consider the effect of CU mobility and 
gateway selection takes it into account, it would choose a longer path to the gateway to avoid 
the unstable link due to CU mobility. Therefore, the average end-to-end delay is slightly 
longer.  

5.3 Impact of CU velocity 
Here, we evaluate the impact of the CU velocity upon the performances of the schemes. 

 
Fig. 5. Average throughput versus the maximum velocity of CU 
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Fig. 5 shows the average throughput while the maximum velocity of CU increases. As 

shown in the figure, the average throughput is decreased as vmax increases. When vmax 
increases, the link becomes unstable, and the probability that the selected gateway is not 
available increases, and thus the average throughput decreases. But it is shown that the average 
throughput achieved by our CGM scheme decreases much slower compared with the other 
three schemes. It is because our clustering algorithm considers CU velocity as one of the 
clustering criteria and it will develop more stable backbone for the CUs. Since CGM2 also use 
the same clustering algorithm, the achieved average throughput decreased also slower as 
compared with GSM and CGM1. The average throughput improvement of our CGM scheme 
is over 50% compared with GSM, as vmax achieves 20. 

 
 

  
Fig. 6. Packet drop fraction versus the maximum velocity of CU 

 
 

Fig. 6 shows the packet drop fraction versus the maximum velocity of CU. The figure 
shows better results of our CGM scheme as compared with the other three schemes. And our 
CGM scheme could produce at most 30% lower packet drop fraction than the GSM scheme. 
This is due to the fact that both the clustering and gateway selection processes of CGM take 
CU mobility into account. In fact, as the maximum velocity increases, the link stability 
decrease. Therefore, the links become unstable. However, with our algorithm, more stable 
backbone and higher path stability can be achieved. The transmission failure due to CU 
mobility could be reduced, and thus the packet drop fraction could also be reduced. 
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Fig. 7. Average end-to-end delay versus the maximum velocity of CU 

 
 

Fig. 7 shows the impact of the maximum velocity of CU on the average end-to-end delay. 
From Fig. 7, it can be seen that the average end-to-end delay also increases as vmax increases. 
When vmax increases, the link becomes unstable, and the probability that the transmission 
failure increases, and thus the average end-to-end delay increases. However, the end-to-end 
delay of our CGM scheme increases much slower as compared with the other three schemes. 
Since the CU mobility is considered in the clustering and gateway selection processes,  
re-clustering and path failure due to CU mobility can be reduced, which in turn causes less 
end-to-end delay. 

6. Conclusion 
In this paper, a novel architecture is introduced to integrate the cloud with CRAHNs. In this 
architecture, a number of gateways are selected to connect ordinary CUs with the cloud. PU 
interference, link stability, and load of the CH are taken into consideration when clustering and 
selecting gateway candidates. Gateway discovery scenarios are also considered and a hybrid 
gateway discovery/advertisement scheme is presented. A QoS-based gateway selection 
algorithm is proposed to select the optimal gateway for each source CU. The performance of 
the overall architecture was evaluated using computer simulations. Simulation results show 
that our scheme performs better in terms of throughput, packet delivery fraction, and 
end-to-end delay even when the ON probability of PU and the velocity of CUs increase. 
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